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CHICAGO, ILL., '1ULY 10, .1879. 
EditoriaL 
The undersigned takes pleasure in announcing that he now has 
... a""r·,a, interest in the business of the WEEKLY, and that ·he 
henceforward devote his whole time to its welfare. He will 
a:fte'r the educational interests of the Northwest, making the 
of ,chicago the base of his operations. He will visit these 
regularly and methodically, noting and reporting ex_ 
cFiticising defects, making judicious comparisons, !lnd 
in pleasant personal i ties. This .will .give him an enlarged 
observation and make the WEEKLY correspondingly in-
and practical. It is scarcely necessary to say that he 
be the advocate, not to say champion, of the teachers. 
$1':".,A .... " ... ,,~ IIIUV'lJl:'''' 'C their cause and defend their rights in a voice of 
Hereafter he will be not in anyone school 
.... '''' ....... , b\lt in all "of them. 
With malice toward none, but meaning to ·deal out full justice 
to all, the WEEKLY, after its vacation, will bespeak the good wishes ' 
and support of the teachers of the United States. 
J. MAHONY. 
The editors of the W.~El<:LY, like school-teachers, and superin-
tendents, and principals, and ministers, and doctors, and law-
yers, ·and merchants, and book-agents, and-book-publishers" and 
book ma.kns, and all the rest of mankind, are going to have a 
vacation. The next i,sue of the WEEKLY \vill appear August 21. 
The present issue is the first number of Volume VI. Hereafter 
there will be only twenty numbers in a ·vQlume) or forty numbers 
. in a year, anJ the subscription pric'~ for one year will be. reduced 
correspondingly, to two dollars. (See Terms of Subscription in ' 
Publishers' Department.) Experience has demonstrated that it is 
a useless waste of energy to try to get school-teachers to pay any_ . 
attention to professional reading during vaca'tion. And they are 
sensible, too. . One half of our subscribers change their residenee 
during the summer, and don't know or care whether the W<EEKLY ' 
is published or not; of those too poor to get away from 'ho~e on. 
some "grand European tour" or other excursion, one-half turn 
their backs on all school books and school journals until ' the 
opening of the next term, one-fourth put their educational jour-
nal on -the shelf-when it arrives, and can hardly tell four weeks 
afterward whether they have read it or not, one eighth glance over · 
the short editorial items and the persoll.als in ".state News," anq 
the rest of the "crew" -the forlorm hope of the profession-':'de-
vote themselves conscientiously to a study of its contents. This. 
small minority we h ve concluded to sacrifice for our ow.n grati-
fication. We are among the penniless half who can't..go on ex. 
cursions, and are obliged to tramp. ' (So much the better' for us.) 
It's the vacation season, and we prefer to go with the crowd-' 
strolling about at our ease for a few weeks. • . 
So for the next five weeks we shall have nothing to d.o but. to 
receive subscriptions, answer inquiries by correspondence, look 
after the interests of our monthly editions, and fortify ourselves 
generally for a brilliant faU campaign. ' 
"Long labor availeth little! A teacher may have done go.od 
. \vork for manLy.ears aryd yet find himself badly treated by thos~ 
to whom he has done good service!" exclaims the London Sc110ol-
maSler, Serves him· right. He has no business to be a teacher 
for too many years. Schoolmaster! dost thou not know that the 
three most disregarded objects on .earth are an old boot, an:' old' 
schoolmaster, and an old horse.? Moral: If you hav~ not the 
nerve to resign seasonably, hire somebody, or offend . somebody, 
or commit some offense short of criminality that . you Il!ay be 
kicked out of t.he scnools. 
They have them in England too; not the potato !:Jug, !:Jut 
parties, who-complain "that the style of education [in the public 
schools] has been much higher than·was c~mtemplated by pal'lia-
ment," and that "the rate-defrayed standard ,should-for the fu -
tu; e be limited to reading, writing, tind elementary arithmetic." 
This comes from vestrymen, the · representatives of private and' 
denominational schools; and wherefore? Note: ' ''The com-
plaint ·is often' made that the children of the poor are receiving a 
better education· in the_ Board schools than -is given to the ,sons 
Tne Ed~cationai -W ~ekly. 
of tradc::s!nen-in private schools." Hence the standard must be 
lowered lest the children of the poor may be enabled "to com-" 
'pete on somewhat more equal terms with the children of the 
classes immediately above them in the social scale. " This kind 
of talk is very proper in monarchical, aristocratic England ; but 
is not such argument, now i( it not, entirely out of place in free, 
democratic America? 
The ext racts taken from Gail H amilton' s articles on high 
sChools-and normal schrJOls, and puhlished in a co nt roversial art-
icle in a late number of the WEEKLV, should l;ave bee n cred ited 
to tlie Christiall Union i ~ which the artides orig inally app~a re J. 
The propel er of "Drift~' in the N ew Eng/and Joumai of E d-
ucatio1! publishes a numb~r of detached words a ,.d phrases extort-
ed from an article in a late number of the WEEKLV. If Mr. 
'Bicknell' s hired mim had published our article in f\lll, his read-
ers would have some interesting matter to peruse for the first 
time in their lives. 
MR. PINGREY ON INSTITUTES. 
MR: D. H. PINGREY has sent to the WEEKLV another com-
- munication on the subject of county institutes, in which 
!te argues that state. normal schools and high schools afford all 
the opportunity desired or necessary for the proper fitting of 
teacllers for the common public schools. In this Mr. 1,"ingx:ey 
must either be sadly ignorant of the condition and needs of the 
common public schools, or else he writes for the sake of discus-
sion, for it is a fact, patent to all observers that the normal and 
hi~h schools do but a very small part of the great and important 
work which ought'to be done, and is ' yet but very imperfectly 
d'one, in fitt,ing teachers for the responsiole ,positIOns which they 
are obliged to fill. It is simply impossible for many young 
teachers to attend either the 'state normal school or the high 
school, and the normal institute is a partial substitute for them. 
The normal institute is migratory, and occasionally comes to the 
very .doors of the most needy teachers. Its course is brief and 
hurried, but the faithful teacher who is present from thl! begin-
ning to the end of the session can not return to the school-room 
• withou~ being. better, fitted to p~rform the teacher's d~ties. 
Mr. Pingrey also says: "It costs each tea~her' on an average 
$15 per session "01 the institute. In this state there are 102 coun-
ties" in which we will suppose' one institute per,annum is held, 
and is attended by 100 teachers. This makes' the total cost per 
session $ 153,000 in the whole state, an amount sufficient to run 
.fiye state normal schools a wltole year." If that statement and 
supposition were correct, or even approximately so, it would be 
worthy of refutation; bllt we believe the figures too large by ,harf, 
and altogether irrelevant. We' would not object even to five 
more state normal schools in lllinois, but it may be that the same 
amount of money necessary to sustain them is expended just as 
economically and profitably by appo~tioning their work to 102 
different .localities in the state and thus giving 102 times as many 
nee<jly teachers the advantages of normal instruction as the five 
sep,arat\! schools might get together, and all without any public 
ta..x for the politicians to quarrel over or the dear people to groan 
u~de,:. 'Phe beauty of these institutell is that they are jrle, not-
withshanping Mr. Pingrey's statement to tlie contrary, and are 
, .. , usually the cJtetijuf schC!,ols, as well as the most directly helpful, 
tliat can be found; and as long as tliey are chiefly or wholly 
self-supporting, there is no occasion for reckoning their expense. 
Witl~ the charges against county superintendents, and his im-
plicating mercenary motives tJ them in the management 01 in-" 
stitutes, we have no sympathy. As we have said before, the in-
stitute system may be abused-no doubt it is in some cases-but 
it does not follow that a wholesale charge of corruption and petty 
peculation should b~ brought against the m!»t self-sacrificing and 
earnest workers to be found in ,the whole fi eld of public educa-
ti on. 
SPIGOT ECONOMY. 
1'0 those who oppose normal schools on th~ ground of their expensivene;s and the over-supply of teachers, the result of ' 
dosing the Chicago Normal may not be a bad illustration of 
their folly. It was claimed that that institution was unne~essary 
since the supply of teachers seemed greater than the demand, and 
that it was expensive since it was unnecess"ry. And it w~ 
closed. And it is safe to say that no unwiser measure was taken 
in the schools of Chicago. 'during the past twenty years or will 
be for twenty years to come. 
In the Normal School, candidates for teachers' honors ,were-
sifted so that only those who promised fair success could pass ~he 
ordeal of the school of practice. The number of graduates, al-
though apparently excessive at the beginning of the year, was, Ln 
former years entirely, and in late years almost entirely, absorbed 
into the schools before the year's close. The graduates almost 
always were appointed in the order of their merit. When it did 
not so happen, the case was exceptional, or the result of the can-
didate's being sent to substitute where an unexpected vacancy, oc-
curred, or with 'an appreciative principal. The course was,one 
of three years, which insured a respectable degree of scholarship. 
The d6ll in the Normal was peculiarly democratic ; i. e., girls 
who came from the humbler walks of life were by the training 
and atmosphere of the school enabled to compete with, and ap-
pear to advantage beside, their classmates from more favore~ 
families. The trail of the ward politician was nown.ere to be 
seen. 
The Normal was closed, and mark the consequences : At. the 
end of the first year, before all the Normal graduates had ob-
tained places, a swarm of pert misses, graduates of the Division 
High Schools, after a course of two , years' study, pouted and 
clamored for an examination ,'.and had to be accommodated. _ The 
result was a regiment of " articled misses," whose sheep-skins,. in 
, their modest fancy, were prima jacie evidence that they lnigh~, 
could, would, and sllould have places in' the sch90ls. A writer 
in the Times dubbed them " cadets." What to do with them ,v.as 
the next qu~tion. Whether by ballot, or by lottery, or alpha-
beti61lly, or on the grab-bag principle, we know not, but, at any 
rate, they were distributed In twos and threes among the sch?ols 
-there to rattle around until something should turn u,p. 
Then l;>egan the scramble for place. Then was the ward poli-
tician in ) lis element. Then comfnenced the regime of "inffoo-
ence." Then was the Board of Education office plac~d in a state 
of siege, the offices of the members beleaguered, their private resi-
dences invaded, their buttons pulled off, and,their ears bother~~. 
An alderman in a ,fa~ily then was a real bonanza. The question. _ 
of nationality ,became more complicated than the Schleswig-
Holstein question, and the relative <;Iaims of the ~everal 'deno~i­
nations were cons'idered with the nicety of a mathematical prob-
lem. A bag in the seine was formed, called the "appointed'." 
list; , a further division was made, called the ",preferred" list; 
and a wheel within a wheel was labeled "urgent." What ~vas 
- " 
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r~suft? Just as sure as a vacancy occurred in a school the 
poorest ~adet in that school got it; and why? Because the 
"w~er sister, conscious of, but not confessing, her inferiority, laid 
her pipes and pulled her wires and rolled her logs and got it; 
while the more efficient candidate, poor fooJ:sh virgin! trusting 
t~ hef merit 'and that imaginary quantity, in these later days 
-kued' justice, busied herself in the school, while her inferior but 
cuter rival was manipulating members directly or indirectly out 
• 061t. All this th,e result of abolishing the Normal School on the 
score of economy, and to prevent the city from being over-stocked 
with teachers. 
But the worst is not yet. At tbe present time, in the neigh-
"borhood of 300! three hundred! CCC! of these fledgeling 
~aduates are undergoing examination, although the hatchings' 
of last year are not yet half of them provided with places! We 
pity the poor, bulldozed Superintendent and the beleaguered, 
bOmbarded board. 
, What" is the remedy for all this? It is as simple as ABC, 
J~t' re-open the Normal School a year f~om next September and 
make all c'adets not provided with places attend it, .holding them 
in readiness to go out as substitutes when called for and to take 
places in the order of their merit, which order may be safely left 
. to the judgment of the principal of the school in which the va-
cancy occurs, with! of course, the sanction of the Superintend-
ent or the Assistant. With the Normal School in operation, the 
-politician would cut but little if any figure in the appointment 
at: teachers to our, schools, 
THE JUDIClAL HABIT IN TEACHERS. 
T' EACHERS are often besough,t to m,an.ifest tact and conserva_ tism, and to be not hasty 111 theIr Judgment. Very much 
of thj~, like other good advice, is much more easily given than 
followed. There is much in the teacher's work that calls for 
' tHe most active and enthusiastic efforts: A very large proportion 
of his success in inspiring his pupils with a conquering spirit de-
: pends upon the entirety with \~hich he holds the, truths which 
be communicates to them. , It IS no uncommon thmg, therefore, 
'for the teacher who is most successft,tl in enlisting the enthusiasm 
, of his pupils to ?e so wedde? to his views and theories as to be 
rega1"ded as an extreme ?art~san. . , 
'Fhe teacher will ordu13.nly bear thIS character accordmg to 
~ the-degree of" hon\!sty which he possesses. It is not customary 
. see one who is capable of strongly impressing his p~pils ex-
the "good Lord, good Devil ,., policy of the average small 
Such a one is more apt to be looked at askance by all 
than 'to hold his position by the favor of one party or 
, 1"1.111,,,,,,""'''°, 
sufferance of the other. It is not a matter of extreme credit 
teacher to pass through trying crises in the history of a school 
with~ut making enemies. • 
Perhaps, .however, it would, be an extravagant inference to as-
that a man who has done so, is' necessarily a hypocrite, or 
saved himself at the expense of plinciple and devotion to 
After all, it may .be that teachers-in this country, in view 
indefinite; uncertain, and fluctuating status of the profes-
; have a weakness in the direction of unduly exalting their 
Perhaps It is a delusion to suppose that "those who 
contact with the ·details of the teacher's work-who 
where it iseasy and plain, and where it is obsc,ure and a mat-
experiment-who know, in .sh9rt and in fact, its delights 
its' diffi~ulties~an suggest reasonable plans or practicable 
methods, May' it not be that teachers are parties too much in-
terested to be competent and safe advisers on a variety of school 
questions? In the economy of our present school system may it 
not be said in truth and indeed of them, as of the famous light 
brigade: . 
"Theirs not to make reply, 
Theirs not to reason why, 
Theirs but :to do and die," 
even though they are .sure that some one has blundered? 
We commend this line of thought to teachers, especially in 
city schools. It behooves them, in times like these, to practi~e 
the judicial habit. ' Be not too ready to volunteer advice. ,Leave . 
for a season disputed matters of detail where the law leaves them. 
Trust to your private personal influence with those in authority 
who may consult you, rather than. to public concerted efforts and 
arguments to accomplish desired results. Second with zeal -and 
loyalty every scheme of the powers ~hat be, that promises any 
degree of success. Be diplomatic to tbe extremest limit which 
honesty perm~ts, 
"Then, if thou fall'st, . . • . 
Thou (aU'st a blesse I martyr. 
REVIEWS. 
Mmlorial Edition of William Cull ... Bryant's Family Library of Pqdt')' 
a1ld Song. Being choice SeleCtions from the best Poets, English, Scotch, 
Irish and American. Including translations from the German, Spani-h, 
etc. With an introduction by the editor in the form of a critical treatise on 
the Poets and PoetTY of the English Language . 
[. all the illustrious ~ames which have brightened earth, none 
shines with a purer radiance than that of William Cullen Bryant, 
the compiler of the Falllily Library of Podry andSo11g, ' Of no 
other can it be more justly said that "Se wrote no line which, 
dying, he could wish to blot." His breadth of culture" purity 
of taste, and sympathy with nature eminently fitted him for the 
editorhip of such a volume, which has garnered fifteen hundred 
of the choicest treasures of literature, an cient al)d qlodern. The 
reader of this bGok has the benefit of the poet's scholarship and' 
critidsm-.the literary fruitage of his grand life. It is a ~afe family 
friend, a rich boquet from the wide fields of Poetry. The sel~c" , 
tions are so varied that their scope gives voice to all the relations, 
conditions, and ages of man, The happy buoyancy and hope of 
youth-manhood's eager battle for bread or glory-the joys of 
serene age-the sweet uses of adversity and the giddy dangers of 
prosperity-young Love's rose-tinted 'visions-the halluwed pos-
sibilitiesclustering in a pure home-songs for the shadow-land 
of death-religWn's hymnal-pen-pictures of classic scenes, in-
spiring patriotism and honest labor-humor, fancy, and tragedy 
all herein find a tuneful voice. Its complete system of indexing -
enables us easily to find subjects, poems, an~l authors. It con- -
tains twenty-sev~n of Bryan't's poems, upon "which the a~thor 
may well rest his claim to li'terary immortality. One of his . no.: 
blest poems, The Flood of Years, was published in 1877, sixty-five 
years after Thanatopsis was penned. His treatise "on English 
Poetry shows research, ripeness, delicate appreciation, alld just 
critici~m. This memorial ' volume contains hjs biography pre-
pared by a competent writer and intima,te friend, ~en. James 
Grant Wilson. It is a poetic .encyclopedia-a family library .. ' 
containing most of the imperishable fruit of more than five hun-
dred authors. Bryant's life, itself, was a majestic p'oem, and 
while the grand old man-Na~ure's voice, America's Poet, is re.' 
membered, and whih: the noblest thoughts of earth's gifted" ones 
are valued, so long should this memorial volume, this casket of '\ 
gem~, have an honored place. in Ame~ican ho~es, • ' 
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'\ Our Family Physician, by H . R. Stout, M. D. A thoroughly reliable guide 
to the detection and treatment of all diseases that can be either' checked in 
their career, or treat,d entirely by an intelligent person, without the aid of 
a physician, e.pecially such as require prompt and energetic measures, and 
those peculiar to this cuuntry. Embracing tbe Allopatbic, Homreopathlc. 
Hyd,opathlc, Eclectic, and Herbal modes of treatment. Also giving full 
and explicit directions for nursini the sick, preparation of food for the sick, 
etc. Complete in one octavo volume of 544 pages. Price $3.00. Sold 
only by subscriptipn. J. S. Goodman, Publisber, 142 LaSal!e street, Chi· 
cago., -
.Medical science, for ages, wa~ a sealed book to the common 
p€ople, and the healing art ~as confined to the profession, who 
were regard~d with mysterious awe. Until recently it was cus· 
'tomary for patients to take blindly, and unquestioning, whatever 
the "Doctor" might prescribe, al)d most people had a vague idea 
that the potion of the medicine-{Ilan wa~ a power superior to na-
ture. Now, intelligent patients are told what remedy is given. 
and this knowledge enables them to supplement the physician's 
skill. The people and the doctors have come nearer together. 
'Medical science has been included i'n the general diffusion of 
knowledge. Among the foremost in ~ducating the ~eople to take 
care for themselves is the Family Physician now before us. It gives 
in plain language the causes and symptoms of each disease, and 
the most approved treatments according'to the several schools of 
medicin~. It~ intelligent use will enable the reader to shun 
many predisposing causes of disease. Nearly every family 11as' 
~t kand sonie remedy which is inclu.ded in ~he variety recom- , 
mended 'by the different "schools," and thus disea~e can often 
.be a rrested in t~e incipient stage, preventing not only a "doc-
t.or'~ bill,'"but much suffering apd even death. The " ounce of 
prevention" can be given instead of the "pound oT· cure." 
The first edition of this work has been our family friend for 
ni)1.e years, and we ufl hesitatingly testify to its worth and reliabil-
ity. This'revised and enlarged edition is a book for' the people, 
a valuable "family physician." It is arranged for easy reference, 
is bound with peculiar regard for hard usage, and will bless every 
family who consults and obeys its teachings. 
Noti'llu of Lift. By David Swing. Chicago: Jansen, McClurg. & Co. 
The author does not profess to discuss all of the motive's which 
control men's lives, but out of. along list that are like uncounted 
beads upon an endless string" he takes off six, which he ca1ls 
'langels for good," helping us onward tdward a higher life. 
These are "education, home, fame, happin'ess, benevolence, 
and religion." Each of these subj~c\.~ ' he discusses in a plain, 
sensible, entertajnil1g essay, so simple that a child could under-
stand it, and' yet so earnest that the ~ost thoughtful mind could 
find food for reflection. 
While education is the subject before us, we are led to feel that 
there is much to live for, that although the world may be wicked, 
and too much absorbed in the.1ove of gain, still- there are schol'-
ai's everywhere, and they are honored by the purse-proud as well 
as in th~ir own circle, that eriucation brings its own reward, and 
those liye longest who know ,most. These earnest words cannot 
fail to inspire men and women t9 give all possible thought and 
time' to the many 'avenues of knowledge now open, instead ef 
being conte!}t with the petty details of life. 
When he writes of home, we feel that, after all, this is g, pretty 
good world, a world whose thought centers on home cannot be 
~ aU bad. ' 
.. -" And 'thus it' is with every' topic introduced. Each one suggests 
, a higher lif~, and yet leads us to feel,satisfied with this, to be con-
, " tent, 'to ~ake a step at a time, bu~ a~ways to keep taking' .them, 
until at last the mountain top is reached. All may not take the 
same path, but every right path leads to God, and farther thim 
this there is no need to take thought, except in followiilg th~ 
guidance o'f conscience. 
TEACHING READING. III. 
PROF. G. WALTER DALE, Chicago. 
IN giving instruction to a class in reading, teachers should n9t be content with reading over, with cri tic ism, the prescribed 
lesson in the reading books, but should draw upon outside .re-
sources f , r new exerci~es which may "roduce given results, while 
they interest the pupil anhe same time. Some time should al-
ways b~ spent in purely elementary exercises with a definite pur-
pose in them. Let us occupy the time of t~e present discussion 
in an examination of the subject of articulation. 
Before we enter fully upon the subject itself, we should note ' 
the manner in which sound is supplie!i to the articulating organs. 
Before we articulate' we should have material of a good quality 
to articulate. 
This characteristic of the sound of the human voice is one 
'which must be attended to independent of intelligibility. 
The character of the abstract sound of the voice will be eil!ler 
good or bad as we use the sound-producing organs in giving. it 
out. A thin, unmelodious, and often harsh sou'1ding voice, arises 
from an improper ,adjustment of the organs in the larynx, and we 
call the sound "throaty" because it lac.ks any degree of chest 
resonance. For the fullest moa<nre of vocal melody and expres-
sion in the speaking voice, it is Il~cessary to have absolute volun-
iary control of the movements of the larynx so that we may tem-
per the character of the sound produced to that of the sen timen~ 
uttered This is only volitional in as far as the will acts upon 
the vocal mechanism to produce likenes<;es of mental' concep-
tions. The whole structure of tlie voice is purely mechanical, '. 
and the various changes of timber, pitch, force, time, etc., the 
result of the different adjustments of 'mechanism in action . W.e 
may lower the larynx very much from its normal position. A 
slight lowering of the organ has the effect of enlarging the phar-
ynx, or back part of the mouth, and of somewhat raising the -
uvula, or soft palate, givjng to the sounds emitted under sueh 
circumstances a richness containing but little chest resonance, 
.but a kind of spontaneity and .fluency devoid of too much nl.'S.a:1 ' 
effect-in short it gives forth a'most agreeable sound. When the 
larynx is' lowered very much, the bronchial tubes are thrown into 
such relation to the mouth as to act as reverberators of the sound, 
giving out the most resonant, 'mellow, and delightful orotund 
tones. Thus far we have not involved intelligibility. 
We have certain vocal conventionalities called sounds, or vocal 
or oral elements. Thes!: are represented by certain printed or 
written conventionalities known as letters. These latter are acted 
upon by certain realities called articulating organs in much· the 
same way that the moJd acts upon the molten metal in prodUCIng 
a cast, and we have the certain intelligib~e vocal .conventional{-
ties mentioned above. We p'roduce norie of these elements of, 
speech volitionally, but as the restilt of an , ~s: tion, more or .leSs 
complex, of mechanism. Just here is a part of th~ study that 
can not be communicated accurately in writi ng, and only appro x- . 
imately so t y means of cuts. ' I refer to shape, or the adjustment 
of the organs of articulation necessary to produce a g~ven sound. 
I would hint ,that the character and excellence of sound depends 
wholly ,upon the nicety and -exactness of this adj~stment . I'wi1\ 
explain, as· well ' as I can, on a few. elements, the riature of. th~s~ 
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aetL0n'in artIculation, but" cannot hope for the bes't results, from 
the natuFe of the case, 
. If )Iou open the jaws about three-fourth of an inch, and pro-
. jec;:t tpe lips in a square or box-like form, and emit sound, allow-
ing tne jaws to assume a natural position of repose while the 
s0und' is being produced, you will have for a result the sound a 
as heard in pak. By opening the lips by a side-wise contraction 
at the. corners of the mouth, .assuming the appearance of a broad 
grin, the sound emitted with such adjustment will be e as in eel. 
-. Open the mouth-the jaws-:-widely as if to say a/I, and begin 
with that sound .allowing the jaws to approach each other during 
ile for~ation of the sound, and you ",m hear i as in ire. This 
will suffice to show the nature and importance of shapes or posi" 
tioI,ls.of the organs of articulation and their influence upon sounds 
'Produced. The shape should always be properly adjusted before 
any sound is emitted. This produces a purely mechanical and 
pedantic;:ally exact articulatlpn, and as a local gymnastic dril) is 
supei:seded' by no other system of processes. I care not who may 
cnoose to rise to object, a sufficient weight of proof lies in re-
fie(:tion to satisfy any rational mind, that the whole sub stratum 
@f the subject upon which we rear our noblest conceptions of 
thought in vocal expression is a rude mechanical contrivance 
wh011y void of the first touch of soul. 
More defects in articulation arise from a lack of knowleege on 
. this point than from all other causes .combined. The matter 
. cannot be too urgently pressed upon the attention of the teacher. 
We are in the dark age of teaching reading, and it is high time 
we trim our lamps and find our way into the broad daylight. 
A CHAljTER ON TEACHING. 
By H ELEN GILBERT. 
DlJRING the past month, the normal schools all over the -:- . country have been giving diplomas to hosts of young men 
and maidens who are to go forth into the school-rooms of the 
~ land ·and wield the rod of school government . . We hope, in 'aU' 
sineefity, that they will not prove to belike those Chicago teach-
ers of whom a pupil records, "Some of them hit a lot," nor do 
we hope that they- will be like other teachers of that same juve-
nile, and "not nit a tall." We would like to hope that they 
w@uld not need to "hit a tall," but . if some of them go into 
ee~tain "hard schools," they will find, in spite of all their theo-
ties, t,hat corporal punishment is sometim~s n'ecessary and ex'-
-tremely useful. And bard indeed will it be for the "sweet girl-
graduates" who have stood up - attired in white muslin and 
pink rosf's, flnd pronounced such charming speeches from the 
.subfects, "Naught Achieved without Endeavor ;" ·'.'Italy Lies Be-
yond the 'Alps," et cetera, ad infinitum, to realize the responsibil-
ity that rests upon them in even the "easiest". school in the 
~or1d. I write more particularly to girls, becapse as a general 
thing YQuug wom,en entering the profession of teaching do so 
an imperfect appreciation of the work they - are to do. 
men are trained from boyhood to expect to achieve a 
,r" :"'_'~A' for themselve: in this world; and if they enter teaching as 
~'··~1:.-:-Il.fe-work, they are more apt than young women to go to 
with their eyes open. So, dear girl-graduates, I oeg you to 
aYfay from your thoughtsalJ-contemplatibn,of any other duty 
if you have really chosen teaching as the work for which 
fitted, .and try to appreciate' the responsibility of the po-
you are to 'take, Go to work faithfully, earnestly, con-
Remember that your work is to last forever. Re-
member some trivial words' of some of' your childhood teache'rs, ' 
words that you have never forgotten, and consider y~ur speech. 
Guard well your tongue. Look to your personal- appearance. A 
teacher cannot be too neat. Above ali, teach your pupils; do 
not cram them. If you teach where you are expected to do 
"show" work, where the pupils have not been allowed to w'ink 
except in a prescribed way, advocate naturalness and healthful-
ness of discipline. , "Order is the first lawof Heaven,'" and the 
world is fast learning that the prime element of Heaven is love; 
so work with love, patiently and persistently, and order is inevit-
able, You can punish a naughty boy much more effectually if 
he understands that you feel that it must ,be done for his good, 
for love of him, and not in oi?edience to a mandate of tnat ab.:. 
straction-"School-room order," 
Too much cannot be said about a teacher's responsibility. The 
idea cannot be too firmly impressed upon all of our minds. We _ 
are always quoting at institutes, and in essays and theses, "Repe- ' 
tition is the basis of memory," and if we repeat these phrases . 
about the weighty responsibility of our work a sufficient number_ 
of times, we may, by repetition, at last 'remember and diinly aIJ- .: . 
prehend the importance of our work. 
EAST VERSUS WEST. 
Supt. AARON GOVE, DENVER, COLORADO . 
THE schools of New England I take it must be qui-te different ~ from t~ose ·of the West, In the published Report of the 
city of Lowell, Mass .. , for. the year 1878, in a general essay on 
schools printed in ,double-leaded small pica, I quote the foHow-
ing as a part of what the writer says on visiting schools .- The 
article is too long to quote entire, and I hesitate to mutilate the. 
article. The whole doubtless can be seen by sending to J:h.\! 
"Committee" of that city. . 
"Far be .it from us to urge the atte'nuated advice that the 
parent and citizen should manifest his interest in ~he schopl by 
frequently visiting 'it." p. IS. ' > 
"F?r~~nately the custom of parental, visilation dO'es npt largely 
prevail. p. 16. . 
"There should be special days in every school year, and-ill 
every school, when the attendance of parents can be invited." 
p. 16. . 
How different is this from the 'preachings and practice of us 
hitherwarrl-! . We are in darkness! I believed that every visit · 
made to a school by ~ parent instructed that parent ail({ .eli -· 
couraged the pupil and teacher. I believed myself to be~ ac-
complishing much when I urged my associates not t~ spend 
precious time in preparing for and rehearsing school showl), 
when I urged them to make I xtraordinary exertions to ' pa,ve 
father and mother one or both drop into the school room as fa~- ' .. ' , 
miliarly as they did into a neighbor's: ' • , ! 
I supposed the presence of a v.isitor would create no panic, not 
even" .slight variation from tqe regular routine of tne day.. -~ 
have taken it for granted ·that a patron of a school ' visil'S it to see 
it not in "its Sunday clothes," but whel~ regularly at WOrk with 
"coats off and sleeves rolkd up.~ ' - , 
Ii is easy enough to get a crowd out to a school circus. : The 
people crowd the house then ,' and the show is re~l1y pretty an~ _ 
interesting. The visitor must see more than this to know the .-
real value of the. school. The Rocky mountains and the Atlantic ' 
are far apart, hut not farther than are the 'sentiments -and 'prac; ~ , 
.tices an~ be~iefs of the two peoples, ifthis writer:and myself .rc-: 
flect truthfully. . 
'f' ~ 
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The above quotations would read here like this, "attenuated" 
though it be. 
"Far be it from us not to urge the wise advice that the parent 
and citizen should manifest his interest in the school by frequent-
ly visiting it." .. . 
"Fortunately the custom of parental .vlsltatlOn does largely 
prevail. " 
"There should not be special days," etc. 
Finally, as a citizen I would not patronize a .school; would do 
. what I could toward closing its doors, were I not a welcome vis-
. itor at any hour in the year. Pray, whose schools are these! 
The people invest several thousand· dollars annually in schools. 
Are they privileged to look personally after their investment? 
Our Lowell brother would lead a hard life this way, or we would 
_ convert him. 
TO MAKE COLLEGE STUDENTS GENTLEMEN, TREAT 
THEM AS GENTLEMEN. 
IF young men see they are expected to . be~ave disorderly it is not in human nature for them to disappoint this expectation. 
If the disclipine deals largely in espionage the students will deal 
'largely in deceit. Under such circumstances they may also be 
expected to stand compactly together against the government, to 
'protect one another in misdemeanors, and, in the fortunes of war 
to take every possible advantage of the enemy. We have known 
instructors in college to recC'gnize this condition of belligerency. 
We hearri a professor once jocosely defy a class to get possession 
of the printed questions, before an important examination. The 
. ~hal1enge was accepted, and the students got the papers from 
/ this very professor and used them freely, passing an examination 
that was quite unparalleled in the annals of the college. Many 
men in other matters conscientious justified their use of these ex-
, amination pape~s on , the ground of tbe professor's challenge. 
The incident illustrates 'the status of the ordinary college gov-
ernment, and sh 1WS the nature' of the only plea upon which the 
student can palliate his petty frauds and disorders. 
We are inclined to believe that the entire abolition of restraint 
and espionage, and the putting of every man on his honor would 
work a great reform in college morals . . The remedy of expulsion 
could not, of course, be relinquished ; men who ' proved them-
selves unworthy of the trust reposed in them would need to be 
summari:ly removed. But if the students generally were given to 
understand that they were neither . watched ,nor distrusted; that 
each man was expected to be a law unto himself ; that tbe faculty 
would tle~l frankly with the students and exp,ect frank dealings 
from' them; that they were regarded as gentlemen, and trusted 
to maintain, in all their relations with one another and with the 
officers, that scrupulous truthfulness which is the first mark of a 
gentleman, we do not doubt-that a powerful public sentiment in 
favor of the things that are honest ;md true, and of good report, 
could be awakened aJ]long the students themselves. Indeed, 
there is not any,vhere else a class of young men who would re-
spond so quickly as the students in the colleges to an overture of 
this nature. They are the manliest, the most honorable, ' the 
most ingenuous young men in the conlmunity.-Su71da), After-
noon. 
PREPARATION FOR THE M~TRIC REFORM. 
SUPPOSE everybody to know upon evidence commanding the utmost confidence, that this change is certainly going to be 
made .on or before some particular date, for instance, December 
3I, I889. The largest part of the scale-beams, pocket-rules, 
tapes, dies,. and machine-tools, of which such a bugbear is made, 
will be worn out btfore that tim~; and making renewals pre-
viously any man of forethought can .manage to avoid much extra 
expense. The clothier can buya new measuring wand one meter 
long, with a yard marked on the back for temporary use. Hav-
ing this continually before his eyes he will gradually become 
accustomed to it, and wUllearn to think in meters as well as in 
yards without any great effort. The grocer may get a double 
scale-beam, such as Fairbanks & Co. have been selling for many -
years to their South American customers, with pounds marked on 
one branch and kilos on the other. By-thus bridging over the . 
chasm between old and new, he can chmge his language almost as 
e~ily as his coat. ~ew ' machine tools can be built upon the 
metric ,basis and used on any work which is to last long after 
I890, while the old machinery continues in service for several 
years in the completion or repair of former work, and for every 
thing of a temporary character, which will not outlive I890' In 
this way the change was made about ten years ago at the watch 
factory at Waltham, Mass. Experienced machinists say that they 
could do likewise with . but little trouble. If everybody must 
have new tools, the shops that make the tools would appear to be 
special gainers by the reform. If, however, there should be ex-
traordinary expenditure required of them, their customers would 
have to repay it in increased prices. Some individuals suffer 
peculiar hardship from any improvement; the introduction of 
labor-saving machinery throws handicraftsmen out of employ-
ment; by the adoption of new weights and' measures to save 
mental labor, some few persons. of necessity, will be injured 
(professional agitators, if nobody else) ; but the progress of civ-
ilization is not on that account to be stopped. The proposed in-
ten'al prior to ~ 890 would ·afford · time for all neces~ary state 
legislation. The general government has already supplied accu-
rate metric standards to the several states; they <?1,lght to dis-
tribute copies, if they have not yei: done so, to their local officers, 
and to make the usual provisions for verifying the actual weights 
and measures of trade accordi.ng to the metric system. Time . 
would be allowed also for the preparation of all the technical anc\ 
other books required for the new system,' the apothecaries' phar-
macopreia and taples of data, reference manuals, and literature - " 
of whatever kind, adapted to the. wants of any profession; some 
of this work is already done. If every man were looking for-
ward to the changl! as inevitable, and studying ho~ to make it as 
light a burden as possible to his own business, various ways would 
be contrived to introduce the new terms gradually into every de-
partment; measurement~ standard sizes, price-lists and advertise: 
ments would all conform to the new regime; and the difficulties, 
which on a general view appear almost insuperable, would be 
surmounted in detail by a morierate expenditure of money, pa-
tience, and sustained effort.-Scribmr's Nontlll),. 
-Messrs. Ginn & Heath, of Boston, have published a hand-
. -Dr. E. H. Sawyer, professor of History in L& Grange College, Macon, 
Mo., haS published an HutoricaJ Chart, giV1D~ the chrnnology of contempo-
~eoua !,overnmenta, fro", the earlicst authentic records to the present time. 
It is-dcslgned to furnish a stImulus, and indIcate the method of hi.torictil · 
atudy to young students. It is the author~i intention to include in a subse-
quent edition mapa of the different countrica, prepared expressly for this work. 
Sample copies may be bad by addressing the author, or Wm. J. Sawyer, East 
,Sajrinaw, Micbigany CDcl08ing,6fty five centa. 
some descriptive catalog of their publications, and annqund~­
l1l((nts of new books. The publications of this enterprisi?g fir.m 
now cover the departments Latin, -Greek, German, Enghsh LIt-
erature, Mathematics, Science, English Grammar, and Geogra-
phy. Teachers may obtain , their new catalog by addressing . . 
the firm in Boston, 20 Bond Street, New York, or 46 . Madison 
street, Chicago. . 
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shillelah editor of this paper will be out of the city for four weeks, in 
;;.i~Jrmd·.sville, Madison county, Ill., cot.ducting a norinal' institute. All 
~i!!I~le_nlges r~ceived after this date will be tob late for notice, The New Eng-
yourtilJl man and the agent of Gail Hamilton have not yet been heard 
teachers were paid two weeks 'ago for three monthS in scrip. This 
J,oQks like a faded greenback. The discount, of seven per cent is typified 
fading. Nevertheless it will be taken for subscriptions to the WEEKLY 
preser,ted in. the exact amount of the subscription. Thus a teacher has 
send us in a <;lub of forty subscriBers to have her hundred-dollar piece 
pass at par. Girls, do not all speak at once. 
r:tthc·exlUll.iniatic)D-of candidates for' admission to the ,high school took place 
questions were all good except the Sth in grammar-which 
lI.e,xplfes>.eClin 4[ words, tho\lgh ten words would have given the meaning 
cle:arlY--aIlCl the problems in arithmetic, which were easy to the verge o~ 
how did it happen that in some scliools it was known that the . 
li.IDi~Ulti.on would be confined in history and geography to the new matter of 
Eighth Grade and that in othe •• there was not'a hint of such intc:lIigence ? 
in all, lllinois town of a q~~er name criticises our use of the word 
1II~.tTe'UJ'" iii a lat~ number of the WEEKLY and refers us to a Latin lexicon. 
us of the little girl who learned that ferment means to work, and 
her understanding of the word weote the sentence, "I love to ferment 
garden." He who takes the dict!onary meaning of a word and limits 
to that will never make fame or fortune by making a pen walk on 
The bare literal meanillg 'of simul·acrum gives scarcely a ·suggesti.on 
force as used by the satirists and phi.l~sophers. 
s;;.me part)': suggests that ~e take ,note o~ the article by Mr. Ford in the', 
number. Well, we have done so. V:e always dtd like those quota. 
......... w,_, ___ H!arrison, of Chicago, has nominated as. the new, members of the 
of ' Education; MeSsrs. P. O. Stensland,I. N. Stile""Wm. Cur-ran" w . P<· 
lii!iJcllaney, 'and the Hon. John €alhoun Richberg. Mr. Stensland is .. Scandi. 
the northwester.n part of tht; city. He has not heretofore, to ou. 
lIilin,ledge, been prominently connected with education. Gen. Stiles is '" 
:3iiizl,-tcl,neQ, gentleman of oulture and refihement. He is a prominent member. 
Chicago ~hilosophical Society, and is commonly supposed to be in fa· 
of restricting the power, attributes, an'd existence of God to a minimum. 
€urran. is a gentleman of .good character, who is cOllnected with the 
~~htllesale Dry GoodS House of -J. Y. Fa.well & Co. Mr.. Delaney is a young 
the P!eserit time .epresents a city disgictt in the State Senate. 
is all old member of the Board of Education, and is still re-
many connected with the schools. Mr. Richberg first became Ii 
t:liilcln\)j:r oj the Board in May, [S70 " beii'g elected }h~ret~ .hy the Comm~ 
of that year,-under fheold law. He was re.appomttd by ex.Mayor 
upon the reorganization o~ tSe School B.oard .in I.S72, again re-appoint· 
Mr. Medin in IS73, .and ~till again re.appointediby, ex.Mayor (i:olvin in 
The' Council unaccountably refused to confirm MIJ'. Colvin's appointees 
and Mr. Richbe(g has been out of the Board ever since. He has 
been d,ealt with by two historic C1:ouncils, one of which discovered 
other sought to suppress him. Mr. Richberg has been frequently men· 
for other offices,of honor aria emolument, whicli he is understood to 
resolutely refused. Mr. Richberg IS an economist and a reformer.. He 
of magnificent presence. 'He has the eye of an eagle and a leoni!le 
His habits are perfect, his manner. are tlie acme of elegance, h'e 
, and he 'never cherishes a feeling of personal resentment. 
;'p:pointInelt~ is dO\1bt1e~ due to the intercession ,;C the ver-y 'best people 
Presuming upon his confirmation we haSten' to cong' atulat~ all 
CORRESPONJ!)ENCE." 
NO'FES ON NO. ,121 OF THE "WEEKL'lI'." 
to S:' C: B.:s inquiry, page 326, the dew-plan~ is, bo~anically, one 
JDesemorianthemums. 'Fhis long name is composed of mtu middle; 
nnDrla, day; and ';ntllelllo1.,>, flow.er. or flowe'ripg; and is appli"'l 
ftowetS of the whole faIDily (FicoidS) open on,ly in the sUnshine. 
'Fhe Ficoids are relateci closely to the Portulaca family and that of. the 
Cra~ulas on one side, and to the still larger family of the Cactus.es on the 
other, all having fleshy, succulent leaves, retentive of moisture, and so able to 
resist the parching effect of dry air. The Crassula family includes ~evera1 of 
the genera ' and a great multitude of species that we use for .hanging·baskets, 
, and cemetery planting, Qn account of their ability to 'l'esist desiccation and to 
show bright, plump leaves, and attractive flowers through the heats o€ July 
and August. If S. C. B. is a teacher, and desi!'es to interest pUI'i1s in the in· 
nocent, innocence.consewing, anIL . endlessly.attractive charms of, plant-
growth and life, these Crassulas alone include innumerable good items for, 
summer object lessons. Among tliem are the semper vivums or house-leeks, 
the charming Ecllevtrias; less .hardy; the Sedums or orpines, some with /!at 
leaves, as the everlasting., or Iive.forevers, etc.; and others with cylindric 
leaves as the love· entangles . 
. The. faIDilies have many obvious points of distin~t botani~1 diff~rence, and. 
it is easy to interest a claSs absorbingly in looking for. these points, and de· 
ciding to which family, or which branch of a family, a given specimen be· 
longs. 
The same excellent number. of the WEEKLY has other notahle items. It 
opens with a questio!1} "~hy are scientific people. so often illiterate?" Is it 
because the literati -the1"me\l of '\Yords," do not suffi.ciently indocttinate the ' 
"men of deeds," in the ~~e of the Englisli languag~, while they are yet under 
pedagogical -care in the primary schools? Inventors a.e mostly from the 
common ranks, seldom fro~ among the ~'scholars." ' 
Gail~ (or is it g.a.l~e-s?) do g;><>d. Let the blasts blow. If ' they shoUld 
happen to overturn something shaky it will. l)e better built next time, if worth 
restoring at all·. Such storms do excellent punficative service. 
The" Prism" will, I hope, tum fresh colo. on some pale school.marm.faces, 
who . have been "continually watching, fretting, regre!ting, lamenting." 
Teachers have time and opportunity to see that they have good, wc;,lI·freshened 
. ~Iood, and so sq.und n~rves tl' go to work with. Let them change croquet for 
arcjtery, and sedentary trifting for botany and geology, or anything that will 
take them out Y/itlt cheerful Nature. Do girls learn enough of the hygienic 
pages of pliysiology ? " 
Page 325: I would pat his back if ] could see him, .an~ say, "W,ellldone, 
C1:ommissioner Elmer." . r write from Pennsylvania, wher,e .our examiners I,U'C 
called superintcndents. Some of tliem are doing the best of. work to secure 
more thorough rudimentary instr~ction; and so~e are-n",t. 
We have teachers, too, who tell their scholars so much, instead of having 
the scholars teil them, ~hat as witjt CQuilltilian's narrow·mouthed pitcher, there 
is more spilling than filling. Some' 01 them sliall sec what Mr. Coquillet~ 
says. 
Punch's ingenious r.brmes tal<e a little liberty witli P<bergavenny, which is 
called !'AbQurgainy" about home, -.hyming with rainy and not with ma .. y. 
And it is a rainy place, too, just east of the Welsh mour,tains whiSh 'condense 
the vapors 'driven from the Atlantic current by westerly winds. _ 
I can't take room to itemize the admiraole sayings in Supt. Tarbell's reo 
port. He un:dersta'nds child nature. .Cbildren taught from their first entrance 
I into school, asJle would have them taught, will teach themselves i!:the sch~ol 
canno~ for. any reason, complete their necessary' education. Th"y will have 
learned the way, and better yet, they wi 1 have gained the will. 'Fhe opening 
question o£ this N~, 'U[ of the WE~KLY will not apply to them. In schools 
under the wciter's observation (Tyrone, Pa.) immense good has been done in 
the prima)'grades (and therefore eventually in all), by introducing-at first lIS 
a spice of variety only, and gradually as a pleasin~ task-the sound.signs an~ 
all the exercises of, tlie improved French met1!od known as ·dictee. . 
Spelling Reform, p. 33 [, is advancing witli stli~es. The next generation' 
will be well informed on the subjes;t. Happy day-to C' me after we sliall .be 
in our l<l5t long sleep! but which posterity will give our agc the credit ofh&v-
ing made possible. Tcachers who want the fullest and iatest j'idFol'llDation,tln 
the progress of this reform should send stamp' for the May Bullttin of 
S. R:. & Metric Asso'cilltion to 33 Hawley street, Boston; o. [47 Fifth avenue, 
€hicago. Tcachcl)I c,\nnot teach phonetic ~pelling justifiably until ,they are 
legally ~uthoriz~d to ~o so, but they call employ the principles, as in dict6e, 
with the best of results. W. · 
Chicago is furnishing taient to the Atlantic seabo'ara at an alanni!Jg ~ 
Robert Collycr goes to New York. I ~r Pickard hru; a c i ll to the superin-
tendency ohhe public schools of Brooklyn. Mr. Harris.,goes to a bi~tl!,p.ric 
in Michig.p. w.e ,may stand. all this but what shall we .10 if---ii, ~ed , 
away from ,us. ,_ : . 




IOWA.-The Alumni oration of Mr. Homer H. Seerley, city superinten. 
dent of the Oskaloosa schools, at the University commencement, was ari able 
and brilliant effort. His theme was "The Power of the Individua!''' 
Cornell College at MI. Vernon has had 356 students in attendance during 
the year. The graduating class numbered twenty-five . 
Iowa college claim~ that this has been the most prosperous year she has 
ever known. 
The Council Bluffs high school graduated a fine class. After the presenta· 
tion of the diplOinas, the president of the· Board, Hon. C. R. Scott, paid Mr. 
Hatch, the retiring superintendent, a high and deserved compliment. He 
said .: "Mr. Hatch came here two years ago a stranger in our midst; he 
found the schools in rather an unfortunate condition, and the manner in which 
he has built them up during that short season was simply wonderful, pleasing, 
and certainly appreciated by every father and motlier I n this city." 
Candidates for ·the county superintendency are beginning to button.hole 
ward politicians, and in numerous other ways are striving to bring themselves 
prominently before the people. This log.rolling and wire-pulling is the bane 
of our school system. 
A. C. Hart exchanges. the superintendency of Grinnell for that at Mason 
City. The finest class for several years graduated at Grinnell College last 
week. ~he high school class numbered eight. 
The graduating exercises at Waterloo, on the 13th ult., were! of a pleasing 
character. The Opera House was crowded. The class of '79 n'umbered 
four. The.ir speeche; were followed by an able address by President Pick· 
ard, of the State University, on the "Claims of the Public Schoo!." The ad· 
dress was highly appreciated, as it deserved to be. The President is winning 
_ friends for the University by these talks, in the state. The class of 'So num. 
bers 13"and will probably be larger. The Principal of tbe high school was 
rei!lected at an advanced salary. 
Prof. Calvjn, of the University, has gone to Salem, Mass.; Prof. Philbrick 
will'go to Wisconsin; Capt. Chester will make a tour of the . Lakes and the 
St. I:awrence; "prof. Fellows will do some Institute work, and then recuper. 
ate in Minnes6ta; and Presid"nt Pickard (says the Prm), is out hand·shaking 
wi~h high schools. He is at present making a tour through the Eastern 
states, and will not return till after the meeting of the ' National Educational 
Association. 
The close of the college year leaves Cornell in a mo.;t fburishing condi. 
tion. Of the ,z5,ooo ind~btedness, $15,159 was raised by the board of trus. 
t~es and a few friends of the institution dunng commencement w·eek . This 
give. the College a new start, a\ld its career promises to be ' more successful 
~an ever. The faculty are every one -of them extremely popular and effi. 
cient. 
'" ' ~.arshalltown's new school hOLlse will be ready for . occupatio~ in Septem-
ber. 
The Maquoketa schools, under the able managementof.Prin. C. C. Dudley, 
closed with an average attendance of 437. He says: "Altogether the en-
tire work of the year has been steady and generally satisfactory; teachers 
have labored faithfully, and have shown no anxiety lest they should earn 
more than they have received; they, and all the pupils who continued in 
school to its close, need the rest and recroatiun which vacation brings. May 
they heartily enjoy it and me~t again in S"ptember with renewed health, vigor, 
• and ambition." 
A teachers' institute w.:s opened at Gepeva July 7, under the direction Of 
Co. Supt. C. E . Mann. Prof. W. B. Powell, of Aurora, and J. H. Blodgett, 
of Rockford, are the instructors: The NOrlhwciteni Normal. Musical Insti-
tute is also in session at the same place. and will continue in session during 
the whole three weeks.' 
The largest meeting ever held by the Illinoi§ Principals' Association waS 
that which occurred last week at Peoria. Most · of the representative school 
men of the northern part of the state were present, but not as many from the 
southern part. Prof. Dougherty welcomed the association in cordial and ap. 
preciative terms. The annual address of Pres. Freeman was a very able one, 
and highly appreciated by the members of the Association. Prof. L. w.. 
Parish, of Rock Island, read a paper on "Truant Schools," or schools for 
pupils who do not attend regularly at other schools. The paper was dis· 
cussed by Profs. White, of Peoria, Cutler, of Tiskilwa, Everett, of Rock 
Island, Andrew, of Galesburg, Lewis, of Hyde Park, Carter, of Peru, Jenkins, 
of Mendota, and Dougherty, of Peoria. 
The following committees were appointed: Auditing Committee-Dodge, 
Oak Park; Regan, Morris. Resolutions-White, Peoria; Jenkins, Mendo· 
ta ; James, Evanston. Nominations"":McClung, Delavan; Piper, Sterling; 
Barge, Geneseo; •. Edwards, Peoria; Blount, Lexington. 
A grand banquet was given at the Pe!oria House, at which the following ~ . 
toasts were 'proposed and responded to : 
General remarks; by Prof. J. H . Freeman, of Polo, president of the asso· 
ciation. Our Common Schools, Guardian of our Commonwealth-Hon. Jarnes 
P. Slade, State Superintendent of Public Instruction. Mr. Lewis read a paper 
from Mr. Piper, agent of Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. We Fear thc Greeks 
Bearing Gifts-Mr. Herrick, agent of the same firm. The Schools of Peoria 
-Mr. G ,o. H . McIlvane, member of the board . of school inspectors. Our 
Oldest Normal-President Hewett. The ·Peoria Journal-Mr. Baldwin. 
The Southern Nurmal-Prof. Allyn. School·Marms 'for wives-Mr. Enoch 
Emery, of the Transcript. Our Colleges-Prof. Freeman, of Chicago. 
County Superi'llendents-Mr. Ray, of Ogle County. Our Former Legislature 
-Hon. M. C. Quinn. 
The paper by Prof. A. F. Nightingale, on the second day of the session, 
was thought to be one of his many best efforts. His subject was "The High 
School QuestiQn," and his handling of it was masterly. We hope to give our 
readers the benefit of its' perusal in th~se columns., Prof. Nightingale severely 
criticised the action of the late legislature and the governor is putting thc 
high schools on the defensive by the recent bill providing for a vote of the 
people. The discussion was condnued in the same vein by Prof. H. L. Bolt· 
wooa, ' of the Ottawa High School. Prof. Cutter, of Tiskilwa, explained 
Senator Whiting's defense of the bill. H6n. James P. Slade, state superin. 
tendent of public instruction, made an address, in which he took occasion to 
refer to the high school question. He explained the causes which had led to 
the passage 'of the bill, and pointed out improvements that could be made in 
high schools. 
Pres Roben ·Allyn, cf ~he Souther~ Illinois Normal University, spoke on 
Industrial Education and was followed by Prof. White, of Peoria. 
The report of the finance commi~tee showed a balan.ce of $82 in the treasury 
after paying all expenses. . 
Among other resolutions adopted were the following: 
Rtsolfltd, That the school system of Illinois embraces the common schools, . 
the high schools, the normal schools, and the State University; that its efficien-
cy depends upon the hearty and generous support of all these factors; that to 
weaken either is a blow at the whole, and that to cherish and maintain every 
part in its fullest p?wer is the duty of the state, its chief safeguard, and the in. 
surance of prosperity. 
Rtsolfltd, That it is the province of our system of public instruction to so 
educate the'children of our country that they shall become law.abiding loyal 
citizens to t~e .state, and u~eful memben of society. 
ILLlNOls.-Prin: J. A . B. Shippey, of Aubu,ta, says in his report thllt the That the mterests of society demand the best service of every citizen and 
, arithmetics in use in his schooi are "forty years behind the times." to secure this end the state has an undoubted right to provide for the highest 
C. L. Howard leaves the principalship at Centralia for thai at Shelbyville. education of ev.ery child, .whether. he.be ,!f rich or poor parentage. 
A. T. Va? Scoy has been elected sJp, rintendent of schools at Sandwich. That that system of SOCial e~,!nomy which a~lows bo>:s and girls to idly roam . 
• •• the stree!s of. our t'!wns and .Cltles, thus becommg, cand\<!ates for our prison reo vv~ hear indirect'y that Mr., A. E. Bourne ha. been tendered the principal. formatones, IS a mIStake which can be remedied only by ~ well devised ,truant-
i1bip at Woodstock. law. 
(Aunty Superintend.;nt S. M. Badger, of Mason county, will open a teach. That as we go to our fields of labor It is with a determination to give our-
~ Institute at Mason,City July 14, to continue four weeks. W oo H. Wil. selves with renewed energy to the work of training the children under .our 
- care to the fullest manhood, and of disseminating among the people right 
lhImsoil 'and O. T. Denny will act as instructors. views concerning the necessity and the value of education. 
Fonrteen students gmuated from tbe Evanston high school June 27. RtSolvtd, That normal schools perform a necessary work in giving instruc. 
, Co. Supt. D. Kerr ' announce. the f\>urth annual session 'of the Iroquois tion to teachen in the scjence of education, in the methods by which knowl. 
"'-unty Normal School at Sheldon, July IS,' to contl'nue SI'X weeks. S edge is acquired B!ld communicated, in the motives ·or · forces .by .which chi!· 
"'" upt. W. dren are trained and inspired to make for themselves noble characters. and in 
F. Wilson, of Sheldon public school, ~ill be associate principal. • uniting teachers into a COMpact bOdy willi common sympathies and aspirations. 
these schools "'do at once conceive- tlie knowledge and culture of the 
to further inquiry and progress in the future. 
That we view with apprehension t1!e enactment of a law' jeopar. 
existence of our township high schools not only because of its im· 
in crippling these schools, but because of tlie ultimate result 
be the Ciegradation or overthrow of our whole system of public 
we tnfSt that the next General Assembly will find.J!ll early op-
erase tliis blot from our Statute· book, thus securing to al1 the 
state, poor and rich, the estimable advantages of a secondary 
we regard as essenja:lto insure republican perpetuity. 
officers were elected for the ensuing year: President-Leslie 
. ; Vice President-E. E. Fitch, Galva-; Secretary-J. L. 
; Treasurer-L, T. Regan, Morris; Ex. Com.-Jos. Ca.· 
; Chas. De Garmo, Normal; George Blount, Lexington. 
JNDIAN .... -The !udianap,lis schools will go on with little change next 
c:.hange at all in the h~g~ sc~ool. The )ate graduatiug exercises 
in the large;t audIence room in the t:ity, and for two evenings in 
f"~ClSioD this room was crowded to overflowing. The first night it is est!. 
that I,~oo people came and went away without being able to get inside 
There were 46 graduates in the fnll and three in the partial course· 
wer~ a grand and, beautiful succe;s. 'Fhe prospects of the 
have never been more hopeful, as all outspoken .opposition seems to 
(lied out. Th~ Sentiml adds: "The graduating cl~ss' this year was by 
, largest in the history of the high school, and it is safe to say' never 
has there been so unifol'lll excellence shown in the essays read. The 
and Professor Roberts may well pride them.~elves upon the succtlssful 
teruWl1alion of the past school year." -
(The County Superintendents' CODYCntlon, concluded.) 
~t.SUI~int:en.del~t Smart opened a discussion upon the Elements of Weakness 
SUP'if.intendency• That something is wrong with the system is 
by the crittcisll;ls made upon it, ~nd especially by the feeling of the 
legislaturl!, which, upon a square vote, would have wiped out the system 
~"o thirds majority. Petitions came up f(om several counties to have 
abolished, and these petitions were sometimes signed with a thou· 
The fault lies partly with the people and partly with the super. 
[iin.tal'lc:nts themselves. Some of the former generations, who got their educa. 
log school house, thought the' schools !fere get~ing too good,..,-un: 
I8ctellarily good. The school system iu this state was not practically iuaugu. 
until 1865· It had developed rapidly ~ an,d $12,000,000 in these few 
bad been invested in scho,ol houses. 'Fhis rapid and expensive growth 
felt as a burden and excited opposition. Bnt it , is fortunate now 
school houses have been paid for and are not a legacy of debt upon 
generation. Bu~ some county superintendents had been, to say tlie' 
and loos: in keeping their accounts. It was stated hy a mem-
t1ie legis!.ature last winter, that one superintendent had charged per 
for 367 days in one year, and it was actually ouly an exaggeration Of 
daya. Such things were exceptional, but they, produced their effect and 
the whole body into a kind of disrepute. ' The cost of the superinten 
over.estimat .. d, and the loose manner in which some kept thei' 
sometimes ma4e it difficult to refute charges against its expensiver' 
. Another cause of opposition was one c:editable to the superintendents' 
the increasingly large number o~ disappointed applicants for licens~~ 
year to .year. Last year 7,000 were rejected, and these-an avtr-
of 72 to eaCh county..,-were an active and vindictive body with a 
And the improvements in the schools, requiring so many new 
created an 'unreasoning prejudice against the superintendent, who, 
is always rl!ferred to by the teacher as authority for demands o£ 
and abuse of the qUC$bons prepared by the State Board for the 
examiners, formed the topic of a lepgthy discussipn, in which 
.",-_ ... _.,_h.~ of the Boar,Sl, who were present, participate4. The surrep· 
itllpJrocurc=mc:nt of \hese 'luestions before th!! day of examination. by in· 
considered, and the ways. and means by which it Iiad 
Superintend ent Smart I~ted the method he had adopted 
'0 it im~'()~5ibl~ f6r any pne to obtain, them ~foie they w,ere sent from 
the 'very last day ~hat they could be sent and reach th-eir !iestination 
A rnle w,as adopted obligating all superintendents wlio use the 
~ open tli'e sealed packqe except on the day of examination 
p..preaence of t1ie applicants. 
organiz~.tion of the super:intendents was effected under the 
Indiana Association of County SUp!=rintendents," which is to 
year, the list week in J un~, at the Capillil. The officers for the 
are;- I'rendlmt, A. C. Goodwin, of Clark county; Vice Presi!ients, 
T. ~. H&r(ison, of Boone co~nty , and J. A: <1:. Dobson, of. HendricKs; sec· 
retary, L . P. Harlan, of Marion; Treasurer, J. W. Barnes, of Howard. 
AI. look upon this body of m,en constituting the county superintendents of 
the state is a surprise and a gratification. A (urprise to find that so many 
good and true men can be found to do the hard work required for a faithfnl 
administration of the office for the meager pay they receive, 'and gratification 
that the interests of the common schools are under the watchful eyes of men 
so capable, so alert, and so devoted to the work. 
MINNESO:rA.-T.he annual meeting of. the trustees of Carleton College ex· 
hibited a very encouraging state o~ affairs reiating to that institutjon. 'Fbe 
treasurer's report showed the ..are fact that a balance of '310 was left in. the 
treasury after all expenses fo. the year were·paid. "1,741 has been added to 
endowment fund during tlie year. The work of Prof. Sperry's department 
was divided, leaving him geology, ZOOlogy, a~d piiy.iology, and f~rming a 
new chair for physics, chemistry, and mineralogy. A cRair of rhetoric, logic, 
and elocution, was also'lueated, and Rev. George Huntington, of Oak Park, 
Ill., was appointed in charge of. it. During the year there were 203 Itudents 
in attendance. The net assets of. the €ollege were reported at $17,0,000, the 
net endowment fund 197.,000. Among other additions to the fa culty of the 
College made by the board of truslees were 'Fh )s. B., Smith, A. M., to the 
chair of chemistry and ph~sics, a teacher of some experience and a specialist 
in this department; Miss Mary R. Wilcox, of St. P"ul, teacher in the English 
couise, formerly well known in connection with the high school of the' latter 
place. Miss Anna T. Lincoln was appointed matron: 
The graduating exercises of the Northfield high school took place June 27. 
The largest hall in the city was packed, and a large number failed to gain 
admittance. The exercises are spoken of in the Iiighest terms. Mr. O. G: 
Perkins, President of the Board of Education, presented the diplom,as. 
The salary ,of Supt. Whitinan, at Red Wing, has been fixed at'I,500.,-'15o 
more than l~t tear. 
MICHIGAN.-Prof. W. H. Payne, who has been elecfea Professor ' of tbe 
Science and Aft of Teaching in tbe State lJniversity, has spent twenty.five 
years of continuous semce iit the public schools of the state. His duties at 
the ~niversity 'will be to lecture on the history and philosophy of education, 
and the work o~ scliool superVision 
Pri~cipal J. H. Shepard and ~s assistant, Miss E, A. Brooks, will contmue 
ID charge of the Sa1iu'e public school. • 
N. A. RichardS will remain as principal at Chelsea. 
Supt. French has resigned at Marshall. 
Five ladies and four gentle~n graduated at Owosso high school June 27 • . 
Fifteen graduates at Marshall high school. 
A class of four gi'adl1aled from the Ovid high school. 'Principal Enos was 
presented witli a fine silver cake· basket and a biography of Henry Clay, hy 
the graduating c11'-S5.and his assistaut teachers. 
Miss E. B. T~e;del; who has for four years had charge of the schools at 
Phoenix Mine, at a salary of '1000 a year, has resigned, and is at liberty to 
accept a "call"· elSewhere. She is now at 'Valley €ity, Elakota. The Min-
ing Journal speaks very highly of the closing exercises of the Phoenix l!ub-
lic school. - ' 
Four graduates from' the Ho~ell higli school. 
The degree {If LL. D. has been conferred upon Frof. C. K. Adams by ~ 
Chi~o Universi'y, ' , ), ' 
There w,ere four graduates in the Classical course of the Pontiac high school;" 
six in the Latin Scientific;' and six in the Scientific. 
. Prof: H. W. Fairbank has been rttained as teacher of . music in 
schools. ' 
Miss Jeannette Fisher, who has been principal of the Kalamazoo .."Di ....... , ·· 
for 12 years, has resig!led. 
T. C. Game. has been retained as p.;incipal of the Big Rapids schools·fot 
another year, a~ an annual salary of '1,000. 
J S. Crombie aDd F. 1.. Barbour remain ao Coldwater 'next year, as snper--
intendent Qnd principal respectivl=ly' of the schools there. 
Dora A. Jacobs', who h~d the second place on the program ot the arad~. 
ing ' exercises of the Three Rivers union school, is a colored girl. 
The school board of Adiian haye refused to elect a superintendent ~!l 
t~hers for the ensuing year by a tie ,vote. This act ion is in obedfeiice to 
the demands of the people at the last ~chool meeting, and means a reduction 
in salary of superintendent and principal. This puts 11ft: thc:'ilrWig ()r~era 
~til after the time school should have commenced iu the' fall. 
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THE PRESENT CONDITION OF THE SPELLING REFORM. 
Bv F. A. MARCH, PRESIDENT OF THE SPELLING REFORM ASSOCIA'fION. 
From Ilu Tranftlcl;olls of Ihe AlIierican Inslilute of Inslruction, ;878. 
WE hav always had spelling reformers, The mixture ~f Anglo:Saxon and Norman, which grew into use in the four centunes followmg the 
,Nonnan conquest, was at fir;!' a despised and uncultivated dialect, almost ex' 
- Il<;tly like our Pennsylvania ,Dut~h, In those long generations of turmoil and 
strife everybody talkt according to his whim, and 'explaind himself with his 
sword, As soon as literature b"l(an to be produced in the new ~peech the 
authors began to worry at the scribes for their spelling, 
"Adam Scrivener," says Chaucer, "if ever it thee befalle 
,Boece or Troilus for to write newe, 
Under thY'long locks thou maist have the sealle 
But after my making thou write more true." 
'The mixture of French and Anglo Saxon words, almost all of them man· 
gl;d in the utterance, was enough to giv any scribe such disgust and contempt 
and distr~ss, as rio poor reader of the Phon";, News or printer of phonetic 
manuscript can n~wadays fairlY ,attain to, When printing was begun by Cax· 
ton, in 1474, it was with a force of Dutch printers, who set up the English 
manuscripts lIS best they could, after their Dutch fashion, with many an objur. 
, gation of our grammarless tung. But in the great printing.offices, rules, or 
habits eq~ivalent to rules, soon began to grow up, More or less silen~ e's 
might be used to space out the lines, but aside from this we seldom find a 
word spelt in more than five or six different ways in a well· printed book of 
the time of Elizabetb, and the number of these variations gradually diminisht, 
Some editions of the English Bible wer very carefully spelt, and finally Dr. 
Johnson gave tHe stamp of authority to the prevalent habits of the London 
printers, and we arrived at a, standard orthography. 
Not without protest, however. Dr. Johnson was no scholar and no reformer, 
but a"literary man,!1n extreme conservativ an~ a violent Tory. There wer 
. many.'attacks on him in England, but. th e printers took hi. side, so far as 
'Spelling is concernd, and since his day books ar not printed by the spelling of 
~ tQe author, but by the spelling of the printing.office. Things went somewhat 
,differently in America. The old Tory's name did not recommend his book 
6n this side the water. ,Our ancestors rejoiced in Horne'Tooke's exposure of 
his ignorance, and some o! them thought we had better hav an American 
limguage, as we wer to hav an American nation. Dr. Franklin and Noah 
Webster ar the best known promoters of this movement. They favord thoro 
reform of the language on a phonetic basis. This was the dawn of scientific 
common,sense in the realm of language, but the printers proved too strong 
for them. 
Webster's I)ictionary has indeed in name superseded 'Johnson'S as a popu· 
lat guiae; but except in the endings or and ;c, the latter editions of Webster 
hav forgotton, or rememhered with faint praise, the reformd spellings by 
wbicb be sct :ucb store. After the revolutionary ardor past, tbe liter.iry class 
lunid witb renewd affection and delight 'to the old country, the old home. 
Flappy was he who grew up in a house where there wer c,opies of Shake.· 
peare and Milton, of Addison and Locke, Pope and' l)ryden, and B''!rke and 
Junius. An old folio 'of Ben Jonson, Spenser, Chaucer, Piers Plowman, or 
, one of Gervase Markham's less stately'quartos, with a grandfather's name on 
It, made a man, feel as though he had blue blood in hill veins. The very pa. 
per a~d binding, and the spelling, )'Ier sweet and venerable to him. By and 
bi arose Sir Walter Scott and Byron" Wordsworth, and Coleridge, and all the 
host of th'at wonderful generation. The talk of an American' language past 
away or retired to the backwoods. And wbenever 8chem~ ~f refonnd spell. 
ing wer b('oac~t, as they wer now and then, the literary class took ' them as a 
IHnd of ,personal insult, and overwhelmd the reformers with immeasurable 
reproach and inextinguishable laughter. Within the Jast fifty years, however, 
a complete revolution has taken place in the ideals and purposes of the schol . 
• arly class. The highest words of the old scholars wer culture and oeauly. 
r~ey so~ght to mold themselves into beautiful ' characters. They sougbt to 
dwell with beautiful ' obJ~cls. They wer fond of saying that beauty is its 
- owp excuse for being, tbat a tbing of beauty is a joy forever. 
, The-highest words of tbe new scbolars ar progress and prnuer; new truth 
tlI~y want, and new fruit every day in the; improvement of the state of man. 
Culture' tu;ns from fiction to fact, from poetry to science. Linguistic study 
shares the spirit of the age. It has turnd Irom dreaming, over old love stories 
to tbe ltudy of nations. and of 'man as recorded in language. The philologist 
rivaIi the geologist in reading tbe records of the race in the fossils of. Ian. 
guage. H.e is a historian of the Umes before blatory. He gives us the pedi. 
gree of nations whose name and place no modern man -could guess. And he 
wishes to do sOqlething for his fellows, to be .. his part in improving the con· 
dition of the race, and naturally in improving language. The f~undation of 
the science of language is laid in the science of vocal sounds. Every student 
of the modern science studies phonology. The means of representing sounds 
by visible signs ar also part of his study, and the spelling of the English lan-
guage, among other things. And so the spelling of the Enghsh language has 
become the opprobrium of English scholars. The greatest scholars wer nat-
urally the first to speak out boldly. The greatest genius among grammarians. 
Jacob Grimm, but a fcw years ago congratulated the other Europeans that tbe 
English had not made the discovery that a whimsical, antiquated orthography 
stood in the way of the universal aj:ceptance of the language. Now we could 
fill a volume with exposition and objurgation of the unapproachable badness 
of our spelling, from the pens of eminent Englishmen and Americans. 
B:shop ThirlwaJl, the illustrious author of the "History of Greece," says: 
"I look upon the establisht system of spelling (if an accidental custom may 
be so called) as a mass of anomalies, the growth of ignvrance and chance, 
equaJly repugnant to good taste and to common·sense. But I am aware tbat 
the public cling to these anomalies with a tenacity proportioned to their ab , 
surdity, and ar jealons of all encroachment on .ground consecrated by pre , . 
scription to the free ,play of blind caprice." 
Prof. Max Milller, among a hundred other good things of the same kind, 
speaks of "the unhistorical, unsystematic, unintelligible, unteachable, but by 
no means unamendable, spelling now current in England." 
Lord Lytton says: ' 
"A more lying, roundabout, puzzle.headed delusion than that by wbich we 
confuse the clear instincts of truth in our accursed system of spelling wa. 
never concocted by .the father of falsehood. How can a system of 
education flourish that begins by so monstrous a falsehood, which the scn;c of 
hearing suffices to contradict ?" • 
Prof. Hadley says :-
"It cannot be denied th}t the English langu:',ge is shockingly spelt." 
Prof. Whitney says,:-
"There ar few in our community deserving the name of scholar who du 
not confess that a historical spelling is in principle indefensible, that it has 
no support save in our customs and prejudices." 
Dr. J. Hammond Trumbull, says:-
"The popular mind seems awake as never before to appreci'ltion. of the 
difficulties, eccentricities, and absurdities of the present standard· English ca-
cography." 
While this movement was going on among the scbolar; , another str~am of 
influence took its rise among teachers. Few changes of the last century ar 
greater than tho,e in tlie treatment of children. The methods of disciplin , 
and of teaching, and the apparatus for them, ar all changed. The main ap. 
paratus used to be the rod. And there wer hardly any books specially adapt-
ed to the capacity and needs of the young. That able men, great men, . hnuld 
make a stuoy of them, invent methods of instruction, write books, make all 
art and nature tributary to their enjoym nt and improvement, is a wholly mod-
,ern affair. Happy ar the youth of the pres~nt generation; they hav the 
world al their feet. That some way must b. found of teaching reading witb-
out tears was plai n • 
Nor is tenderness for our children all. We hav come to /recognize the 
right of manhood. and some of us of womanhood, to a voice in the govern. 
ment. We trust ourselves to the masses. Then the ,masses must be educated. 
They must learn to read quickly and easily; Ignorance is blind and b~d, but 
we had 5.500,000 confest illiterates at our last censu; of the United States. 
The problem of illiteracy bas long b!,en familiar to Americans as one of tbe 
most important of social scie~ ce. It has lately come up fresh and fearful in 
England. A few years ago they extended the suffrage, and they said, "We 
must educate our masters." They establisht for the first time a system of pull· 
lic schools. The highest point attempted in the new schools was that the pu. 
pil should be able to read with tolerable ease and expression a passage from 
a newspaper, and spell the same with ,tolerable accuracy. They turn ~'lJt 
about 200',000 annu~lIy, who hav been thru the course. Ninety per cent uf 
ll1ese leave without reaching the standard just meptioned. There ar five grade; 
lower. Eighty per cent fall short of the fiftb grade, and sixty per cent fall 
short of the fourth. The bulk of the children, therefore, pass thru the gov · 
ernment scbools without learning to read and spell toferably. It is calculate. I 
Ufat the country pays forthis annually £3,500,<Xx>. The time and the muncy 
which were to bav educated the new masters of England ar wasted in a vain 
attempt to teach them to read nnsi spell. It is fully recognized that tbe troubl~ 
lies in the irregul~r and unreasonable spelling of, English. ' 
Br., Morell, Her Majesty's Inspector of Schools, say~ :...:.. 
. - \ 
The' Educational Weekly.= 
"The main difficulty of re!!ding English arises from the intrinsic irregular-
ity Ilf th~ English language. A confusion of .idt~ sets in the mind of the 
child respecting the powers of the letters. willch IS very slowly and very 
~ , painfully cleard up by chance. habit. or experience. and his capacity to know 
words.is gaind hy an immen,e series of tenativ elfurts. It appears 
that out of 1.972 failure ; in the CIvil Service exammations. 1,866 candidates 
wer pluckt for spelling, that is. eighteen out of every nineteen who faild. faild 
in spelling. It is certain that the ear is no guide in the spelling of Engli~h. 
- rallier the reverse, and that it i, alm Jst neces;ary to form a personal acquam-
.. blnce with each individual word. It would, in fact. require a study of :)'..atin. 
_ Fr~nch. ;nd Anglo ·Saxou to enable a person to spell with faultless accuracy. 
liut this. in most cases, is impossible. 
Welch boys pick up Welch. and German boys German. without formal 
teaching. of spelling. , They read right olf :loS soon as they learn. the.ir lett~rs. 
How to remove this dIfficulty and how to reform English spelhng, IS gettmg 
to he fully re'cognizd in England as a great problem' of social science anu of 
Bbuesmanship. Member; of Parliament and dignitaries of the Universities 
giv it anxious thought. In I876.th: N~tio :tal Union of Ele~entary' Teach, 
ers. representing some 1O.0Q0 teacners III Englan~ .and W~les •. pas~ almost 
nnanimously a motion in favor of a Royal CommISSIon to lIlqUlre mto t11e 
subject of' English Spelling, with a VIew to reformin~ and simp.tifying it. 1:"he 
school board for London took up the matter. and Issued a CIrcular askmg 
otber.' to unite in an address to the Education D~partment in favor of it. Tbe 
Liverp<101 and Bradford board; bad acted before. and more than a hundred 
otber boards returnd favorable replies. . ' 
On Tuesday. May 29. 1877, a conference was held in 1.ondon. at which the 
Rev. A. H. Sayce, Professor of Philology. Oxford. presided. and in which the 
President of the Philological Society,. H. Sweet, Elq .• the Vice· President. J. 
A. H. ·Murray,LL. D .• and ex ,pr~sidents took part. as well as numerous 
di nitaries of Cburch and .State. leading schoolmaster; and eminent reformers. in~IUding Mr. 1. Pittman and Mr. Ellis. They spent a day and evening .in 
harmonious discussion. and in listening to short addresses, and adopted a vlg. 
or~us series of resolutions, wbich they appointed a committee to present . to 
tlie Depart~ent of Education. The conventIon was a great success. and 
called 'forth serious articles in the "London Times." followd, of course. when 
not preceded. by articles in the ,,:ho~e periodical press . of Great Britain. The 
deputations waited on the L?rd PreSIdent of the cmmclI. Jan. 18. 1878. and 
-receivd-a favorable reply. 
The disturbd state of Europe has prevented government action. but the re-
formers .hav effected a permanent o~ganization. and ar hard at work. The prac-
tical "work.er .... as they delight to call themlelves. hav a permanent base of op-
erations in the printing and publishing house of Isaac Pitman. the fam.ous in-
ventor of.our phonetic stenography, who uses his resources also to support pho-
netic printing. His "Phonetic Journal" has a w:ekl~ circulation of some 
1>1.000 <;opies, and uses an ing:nious alphabe.t of t?trty.elght letters. conform-
ing; very nearly with the prinCIples of t~e phIlologIsts. 
Tliey count much on help from AmerIca. . 
The same two streams of Influence hav mct in America in the action of the 
Americah Philological Association. 
There hav long been known to our teachers a number of more or less in. 
nious im'provements on the old methods of teaching to read. There ar the : 
':onetic method. the phonic method. the word method. the word picture 
'. ~ethod. Ail !\rticle has been copied in the educational jonrnals lately. advo· 
cating the last. No attention at all is paid to the sounds o! letter.. it says. 
The worJ is viewd a, the pIcture 01 an idea. and the pupils ar taught to look 
on letter; a~ parts of a picture. not as representativs of sou nds: Teaching to 
write -is te1ching to draw pictures. This system is taught by some advanced 
rofessors a,t school institutes. It is , impassible to imagin a more expressiv 
. !nd conclu;iv condemnation of our spelling. If this system must be used. 
'we ar far b.hind the Uhinese; for considered as pictures. their signs ar far 
e~ier than ours to make and remember. We .hav rounded the cycle of civ. 
iliulion and come back to C'lthay. In the struggle for life we hav reverted 
to a prior-Tslng-kie period. But it caimot be quit~ so b~d as th~t. Our 
· .... klllfully arunged primers. and cli ut; and block>. WIth theIr heauttful and 
1Lpt pictorial illustra~ion;. hav contrtbute~ much to easy teaching •. But. the 
'best belp has come from the Pronouncmg ' Alphabet of Dr. EdwlD LeIgh. 
.This.patriot schillar. who, e comprehemiv studies of illiteracy giv him a claim 
to add the name 0[. philosopher to that of artist, has devised a series of mod-
1Iied letters by which the transition from a phonetic alphabet to the standard 
_, __ lI;ftn is effected with little labor. The testImony seems ample that from 
school life· ar saved by :this invention. and there seems 
hope of further simplification and gain by it. ,With all these help;, however. 
our school superintendents and other students of education ar perplext contin-
ually by the spelling problem. All these contrivances of letters and methods 
ar complicated machinery to teach an nnteachable. whimsical mass of ano-
malies; they ar poor shifts to which we ar dri'ven by the want of a proper al- -
phabet and reasonable spelling. 
In 1875 the president of the American Philological A,sociation in Ihe an· 
nual address sp ,ke of the reform of spelling a' one whith students of Ian .. 
guage ought t" promote. On that. hint. apparenlly. appeals wer p?urd in upon 
the Association to lake action to di"rect a popular movement for reform. It 
wa, brought before the Association again. in 1876, hy the pre.si&nt. J. Ibm-
mond Trumbull. A committee 'u s appointed. in tbe words of the resolution. 
of "the rc...:ogni z !d reprc:ientative:; of our great universities and of linguistic 
science." to whom, the niatter was ref~rd. The committee consisted of Pro-
fessor W. D. Whitney. c:lf Vale Colltge; Dr. J. Hammond Trumbull ; of 
Yale College; Pror. F. J. Child. of Harvard Univer. ity; Prof. F. A. March, 
of Lafayette College ; and Prof. S. S. Haldeman, of the Univen.ity of Penn. 
sylvania. At the annnal meeting. in 1876. at New Vork. Prur. ",of. D . Whit-
ney, chairman' of the committee. presented a report. It condemns historical 
spelling:- The scholars want no etymology preservd in that way. It con· 
demns victorial alphabets. It condemns the attempt to hav letters ,for 'every _ 
distinguishable variation of sound; individual and local pronunciation; should 
hav special characters to record them. It describes an ideal alphabet as hav· 
ing one sign. and only one. for each elementary sound. And finally it de: · 
clares that"the "RoDlan alphabet IS so widely and firmly establisht in ",!e 
among the leading civilized nations that it cannot be displaced; in adaptin\: it 
to improved use for English. the efforts of scholars should be dirccted towards , 
its use with uniformity. and in conformity with other nations." This report 
was widely publisht. and commented upon. and assenteu to. Bllt there was 
a loud call for more. A definit application of these principles to English 
spelling was wanted., This was the centennial year. An il)ternational cqn-
vention for the amendment of English orthography met at Philadelphia in 
August. which called on the PhilologIcal Association for more light and more 
definit direction. It also organized a permanent Spelling Reform A~~ocia­
tion. and this association chose members of the Philological Association a;; its 
committee on new spellings. 
Accordingly in 1877 an additional reportwas made. which gave a Roman 
alphabet for English use; not perfect., buf considerably nearer perfection 
than m~st of what ar called w~ll·spelt languages, very mu~h on the same 
plan as reformd German and Spanish. It fixes the old letters in their Ro-
man and Anglo·Saxon powers as nearly as !pay be, accepts the digraph con· 
sonants in n, tn. en. In. etc., and declares il necessary to hav three new letters 
for elementary .vowels which wer unknown to the early Romans. those in 
fat. not. but. For these it suggested modifications of a. o. and u. A dia-
critical mark is added. when great accuracy' is needed. to denote a long vowel 
sound. 
This alphabet was set forth. not with any hope of its immediate adoption, 
but as a gnide in'making minor changes. It is a necessary preliminary to 'a!ly 
intelligent change. Could is a standing exampte of unpardonable spelling; 
the I is sheer blunder. the ou'has.a wrong sound. Shall we write cud.: &ood. , 
kudo "ood, cwd. or what? Before we can tell. we must fix OU'I ideal English ' 
alphabet. There ar some reformer. who t1iink it best to make no ,compromise, • 
but to begin at once with perfect phonetic spelling. They can take this alpha-.,· 
bet. and go right to work with all their might in full harmony with the Asso-, 
ciation and with the scholars of all countries. Bl't the committee did not 
stop with telling what we want; Ihey tried to giv: some helps for the . transi-
tion stage /)y which we ar to reach it. These consist (I) in the approval of. \ • 
.Dr. Leigh's plan of notation, and t)le recommendation of a few .mddified 
letter:, which seem to be best suited to aid in the transition. , . 
These modified forms of the common lette" may be used in -common ) 
books and periodicals. '}nd bring them far towards pnre pl>Qnetic spelling 
without embarr~ing any reader. (z) Suggestions ar made as to the order 
in which gradual changes may inost easily be made. 
"New letters can be easiest introduced' by using them only for the old let· 
ters which they resemble in form. Long ~ords bear change best. and vowels 
ar more easily changed than consonants. which project more above and below 
the line. Dropping final silent t is the easiest change." . ' 
This report was adopted by the PhiloloJical Association without dissen t 
and the committee continued another year. 
(To be Conli~lled .) 
.~ 
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PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
-The publicntion of the WEEKLY will hereafter correspond with the 
school year (forty weeks) <tnd no paper will be issued during July and Aug-
ust, excepting the monthly editions_ Two dollars will therefore pay for the 
full number of issues in a year. 
-The death of Prof. Theodore Bernbard, of Watertown, Wis., has left 
the principalship of the high scbool of that · city vacant. Applicants for the 
position should address Emil C. Gaebler. chairman of the committee. 
-Prof. Hamill's School of Elocution, in Chicago, is full to over-Rowing. 
The professor says he teaches every day from 7 A. M. till 10 P. M. with only a 
half bour for lunch and dinner. There seems to be an enthusiasm about him 
wbicb wins for his instruction an extensive patronage. 
-Severnl of our agents have sent in the name~ of subscribers with a 
promise to pay on receIpt of the first number of the paper. In such cases we 
have regarded it as payment "in advance," but when the payment is delayed 
beyond that time, we must insist upon our published rates being complied 
with. Ple1Se notice tbat the lowes~ rates of $2.50 per year, $1.50 for six 
mt-nths, and 75 cents for three months apply only to those who pay (or paid) 
in advan,,; to all others the rates are $3.00; $1.75 ; and 90 cents respective-
y, (for 50 numbers); or $2.5°; $1.25; and 75 cents for 40 numbers. 
-Prof. W. P. Jones, who has so successfully edited the educational columns 
of the Chi(ago Evming Journal since their first establishment, this week 
transfers bis relations with that paper to the Chicago Int~r-Ouan. where he 
will do a work for the semi-weekly edition similar to that done hitherto for tbe 
weekly Journal. 
-In 1859, aUhe Iowa Wesleyan University at Mt. Pleasant, Dr. Cbarles El-
lioll, as President, is said to have conferred the first degree of Bachelor of 
Arts ever be;towed upo!,! a female graduate of a college In this or any other 
country. 
-A5 credit is given for subscriptions by n1!1Ilb~rs, and not by dates, those 
which have already been entered on our books, and which expire before T uly 
I, 188o, will receive fifty issues for a year, so tbat the paper will be sent a 
year and five weeks for $2.5°, and tho;e who pay $2.50 in advance here-
. after will receive tbe paper a year and ten weeks, or 6fty numbers in 
all, the summer vacation intervening. Those who subscribed Sep. 1, 1878. 
will receive the paper till Oct. 7, 1879, and tbose who subscribed Jan. I, 
1879, will receive the paper till Feb. 7, 1880. 
-Pror: Irwin Shepard, who bas been cbosen principal of tbe Winona State 
Normal School, is a man of unu~ual ability and experience as a teacher and 
disciplinarian. He graduated at the Michigan Normal School, thence went 
to the war as a sergeant of a normal school company of which Prof. Caupbell, 
now of the Minnesota University, was the capiain, was afterward chosen tutor 
in Olivet College, Mich., from which be graduated witb the honors of his 
class . Removing to Winona, he has filled with credit the positions of prinCi-
pal of the high school and superintendent of the puhlic schools. 
PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
BACK NUMHERS 01 the WBBKLY wilt be furnished for . ten cents each until the supply i. exhausted. 
, If notice is aent us of a mlj.sing number Immediately on 
receipt or the "ext 'number. ~e will mail it free. Always 
,Ive the ,1II1n6er of the paper, not the date. , 
In ofdering a change In the address of your paper. ~Iways 
~vo die postoffice and state fro,,,. which you Wish the ad· dresa chaneed. 
... c!ob~d h:d~tO,!,e.:~o.18U~v~:.lfar:::,0(:~~:;t~~ll!oi~:!s 
(one year), 75 cents. 
TERMS OF S)JBSCRIPTION. 
One year (40 Nos.). $ •. SO. If paid In advance, " .00. 
Six months (20 NOI.), I.SO. 1.25. 
Three mouths (10 NOl.) .75. .65 
Each Monthly Edition, socents a year In advance. 
Remittances should be sent by re.illtered letter, draft. or 
postoffice money order, payable to S. R. WJNCHBLL & Co. 
Do " 01 send Bank Clucks. Th,y cost us IS u"tl ajlece for colllf.jirm. 
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Per line, agate measure. 10 cents each insertion. When a 
,pcclal location is chosen, 12 cents a line. Special Notices 
In ~ubllshers' Department, 2S cents a line. 
Advertisements running one month or morc will apPear an 
all the dilTerent 1Ilonthly editions of the WBBKLY, whICh are 
published for local circulation in the various states. 
E~timates for Ipecial time or space will be given upon a p. 
plica.tion. 
da.~eo~ri:!I~~:ld be received by Saturday noon, previous to 
Each advertising page of THE EDUCATIONAL WEBKLY 
contains three columns, each column ten inches, and one 
Inch fourteen Hnes. 
N o advertisement will be in~erted (or less than one dollar. 
OrdCrft from strangers must be paid monthly in advance. 
Addresl aU commuDicatioDi to 
S. R. WINCHELL & ceo Publishers. 
Ashtand Btock. cor. Clark and Randolph 5"'1 
' Chlca&o. U. 
Consumption Cu1'ed. 
An old phr,sician, ret ired {rom practice, having had r,lnced 
in his haoc s by an East I ndia missionary the formu a of a 
3! mple veg-etable remedy for the speedy and permanent cure 
for Consumption. lJronchitis, Cat.nrh, Asthma, and all 
'l'hront :md Lung Affections. al'io a positive and radical 
cure for nervous de:bllily. and all nervous complaints, after 
hnving tes ted Itll wonderfu l curative powers in tholll:mds of 
cases, has felt it hiS duty to make it known to his .uffering 
, fellows. Actu:w'd by thiS motive and a desire 10 relieve hu· 
man lutrering, I will send free of charge to all who desire it, 
this recillc , wilhluJl di rections for prepnrlllJ? and lIsing , in 
German, French, or English. Sent;;, mall by addressin, 
:~~B::clc~'~':ch:fe~~~.py'er. W. . SHaKAR, i49 Pow-
We Wantl Fo- the Fastest •• i1ont useful artlcl .. In the market. New and saleable. Send Agen fL I Slamp for calal",,,e. Lowell '" Hay-IWt nOl'J 147 Lualle Itree t, Chicago. Lchl l 




Especinlly adapted to 
HARD &' SOFT COAL, &' W OOD. 
TESTIMONLU..s. 
O'PICK HOARD OF EDUCATION. 
ELCIK, ILL, April J8. 1819. 
Mr. F. S. Bosworth asks {or my opinion of your He:. ters. 
In reply would say the Western Champion R oom H eaters, 
bought of you during the P3st two. seasons, work to the en· 
tire sati sfacti on of the School Board. They are neat in 
appearance, quick in action. moving the air rapidly to 
and from the heating surface, powerful and economical. For 
large rooms of any kind they are a very superior H eater. 
Yours, etc.; L : A . BALDWIN, Sec·y. 
CHAMPAICN', ILL., March 24. 1819. 
YourSchcol Room Heaters have given great satisfaction 
in our School. 1 hey give out an even heat, and 1 think a rc 
a great saving on coal. Neither do the children comolain of 
headache, which is cauled by some stoves. Tneir opera' ion 
is highly satisfactory. 
Yours. etc., P . TO"'NUR, 
. Pastor of St. Mary's Church 
. G ENEVA, ILL. , April 21. 1819. 
The I, room heater" purchased from you last faU has been 
u5ed by us all winter, a ud 1 C'lD fairly lay tha t it is the best 
thing we have ever had about the school building. J t is 
economical and dQU ill work well, and is in our judgment 
better than any form of stove that can be put in a school 
room. as it equalizes the temperature all over the room,.lhe 
lame as a furnace. which cannot be said of any stove with-
out a:jacket. 
Very truly, BSKJ. BURTON, Director. 
Richardson, Boynton & Co., 
NON~~2;:~~3~;:~;:!~CS~New York 
Estimates given and contracts made (or Heating Private 
and Public Buildings. Send for circulars. tfJ 
Teaclul1's Attention! 
) need a few energetic saicsmen in every sta te to intrQdnce 
a new article of merit indilpensable to business men. ~IOO 
and upwards can be realized monthly by energetic agen ts.. 
For particulars ad~~w~tp~M'PHILON 
cap 30 BoD~ street, New York. 
ORGAN FOR $45 CASH, 
Direct from Factory, 
T o Sabbath Schools . plain walnut,s octave, double.reed, 7 
SlOPS, organ nicely finished, come.lete in every re6ect and war":on!~~a~~Jlve years. PE RLE ~~1:~~en.ON. J. 
Rock River Paper Co., 
138 and 140 Lake St., Chicago, ' 
Manufacturers and dealers in 
All Kz'nds 0/ Paper. 
Manufacturer! ot the 
Patent Red Cedar Carpet Lining and Buildin~ 
Paper. 
Samples sent on application 
DRS. McCHESNEY, 
TEE T H, S8 iJEST SET, 
. Combining Beauly and Practical U.e. 
, .\ 
GOLD FILLING THE FINEST. 
F~~let:tI~.,,~i;~u'll:~ ~GaJ!:i~ ~raN:i~o~h~t a~~~~-=: . 
Deys iru.ert the best teeth (or sa. 
ely . Cor: Clark and Randolph S .... Chicago, IU 
B.II FONIf,urz, Wilt Tr#)'. N. Y. 
Vlny yean;; esta.blished. CHURCH DILLS and CHIM .. '\ 
ACAU"M\', l"ACTORY URbLS.etc. Improvcd PATINTMOUIfT: 
NOS. Cotaloauel free. No acencici. cui 
, 1 
JOSEPH GI LLOTT'S 
~teel Wen.e 
SO("fjr-/.! I Dr;:'Ut1S vo,ovcHol./rlH£WORLD 
GOLD MED~ L PAR I S EX POS IT~ON - IB78 .' 
NEW ENGLAND MUSIAL BUREAU. 
I Teachen in Music and Elocution supplied to educational ~ institutions. Principals will find it to their advantage ~o make eartyapplicataon._Addrcs!. E. T ourjee, Music Hall Boston. eow-cah.aug 
